The next generation of video editing!

We are proud to present MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX Plus (version 18), the next generation of video editing: faster, better and even more powerful – in each and every way.

The Plus version offers more: more tracks, more templates, more functions. From 3D editing to MultiCam editing to travel route animation.

Your benefits:
- High-quality special effects, cinematic transitions & templates included
- Full Stereo3D support
- Advanced dubbing: Dolby®Digital 5.1 mixer, etc.
- Full HD support: for HDV and AVCHD camcorders
- 99 tracks, MultiCam editing, travel route animation, etc.
- Present your videos on TV, on the go or online

Program interface

60 innovations

- On average, 3 times faster AVCHD export compared to previous versions
- Dynamic slow motion effects with calculation of intermediate images
- MX function for quickly exchanging and sharing media and projects
- Individually adjustable track height for easy video editing
- Zoomable preview images in the Media Pool
- Professional templates for movie trailers
  (in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX Plus / Premium only)
- Improved travel route animation
  (in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX Plus / Premium only)

All new features at a glance
NEW! On average 3 times faster

This is the future: Thanks to the optimized MAGIX Hybrid Video Engine, MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX Plus bundles the efficiency of the graphics processor and CPU, while supporting standard technology such as CUDA and OpenCL for NVIDIA® and AMD® Vision graphics cards*.

The result: a speed gain of up to 350% compared to the previous version, Movie Edit Pro 17, during output of AVCHD footage.

Go to benchmark test

* see Technical Data

NEW! Dynamic slow motion effects

For special moments: Create impressive slow motion effects with smooth speed transitions - this way you can accentuate exciting or funny situations even better.

Forget jerky slow motion - with this video editing program from MAGIX you can slow down your material like never before:

Smooth playback is ensured even at extreme values by calculating intermediate images (frame interpolation).

NEW! Accelerated effect preview

Demanding arrangements and complicated effect design can take a toll on PC performance; with MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX Plus this is a thing of the past: Thanks to the new segment rendering, even difficult editing passages will be played back smoothly on old PCs - simply select the critical section, render and play.
NEW! Professional movie templates

You've never experienced your videos like this before: Create fascinating trailers using new movie templates. The soundtrack has been carefully composed, the editing sequence adjusted to fit, and everything has been topped off with detailed title animations.

And using the templates is so easy: Drag your video material onto the placeholders, change the title text as desired and enjoy.

Watch example trailer

NEW! Transitions with sound

Add more variety to your videos: With new effect transitions in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX Plus you can freshen up every shot step by step. All transitions already feature just the right sound effects, including TV noise, burning film strips and much more.

NEW! Redesigned travel route animation

Show your friends, family and neighbors with just a few mouse clicks the route along which you traveled - using the re-designed travel route animation in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX Plus:

Select the means of travel, set all the stops along the way and adjust route display to just how you want it; thanks to online contents, you will always have current map materials (Internet connection required).

Especially suited for: professional and attractive travel documentaries.
Unlimited multimedia enjoyment

MX stands for Media-X-change – the fast exchange of media with other MAGIX programs, online services, and mobile devices.

Use direct upload to YouTube, Facebook, etc. to immediately share your videos with your friends and family or open other MAGIX programs directly from Movie Edit Pro MX and create even more demanding titles or the perfect soundtrack.

Share with the world - upload video to the Internet

This way you can share movies with friends, family or the entire world even faster: With MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX, you can upload your movies directly to social networks or video portals. Videos are automatically converted into the right format and desired quality and uploaded to the web. If desired, MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX will also save your login info – allowing you to upload with just one mouse click!

Supported Online Services:
- YouTube
- Vimeo
- Facebook
- MAGIX Online Album
Enjoy on the go - transfer your videos to mobile devices

You can easily export videos directly to mobile storage devices and video players with the help of clear export assistants in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX.

This way, you won't have to go without your videos even when you're on the go: Transfer your videos with a mouse click to your Smartphone, mp4 player or tablet – of course, automatically in the right format and in perfect quality.

Perfect for home movies as well: Export your movies to SD cards, external hard drives and media players – this way you can bring your masterpieces to your TV even faster.

Optimized for all common models:
- iPhone, iPod and iPad
- Android Smartphones
- Galaxy Tab
- and many more

Compose your own soundtrack in Music Maker

From director to composer: Export your edited video with the new "Share" function in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro MX to MAGIX Music Maker MX and easily create fantastic soundtracks and atmospheric songs for your movies and videos.

Video and audio tracks from your video editing project are exported automatically in the right format, transferred and placed inside a new Music Maker project for you so that you can create the soundtrack and adjust it precisely to the video image and audio tracks. Thanks to improved performance with faster loading times, you can switch between programs even faster.
Optimize your audio tracks in Video Sound Cleaning Lab

Perfect sound: Send critical and flawed audio tracks with just one click directly to MAGIX Video Sound Cleaning Lab, correct audio material and transfer the finished tracks back to your Movie Edit Pro project.

In addition to correcting errors, you can add custom changes to your recordings with unique MAGIX Video Sound Cleaning Lab audio functions and add effects, or simply improve less-than-perfect voice recordings.

Perfect for combating:
- Wind noise
- Camera hiss
- Mains hum
- Distortions

Create complex titles with Photo & Graphic Designer

The optimal program for complicated titles, info panels and more:
Projects from Xara Photo & Graphic Designer can now be opened in the arrangement with just a double click – this way you’re always up-to-date and don’t have to go through complex routines to switch between programs or make countless backup copies.

In addition to direct project transfer, the disc creation interface also offers an enhanced connection to Xara Photo & Graphic Designer: Transfer various disc menu elements and make custom adjustments to backgrounds, buttons and more.
Supported operating systems

- Microsoft® Windows® 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)
- Microsoft® Windows® Vista® (32-bit and 64-bit)
- Microsoft® Windows® XP (32-bit)

Minimum system requirements

All MAGIX programs are developed with user-friendliness in mind so that all the basic functions run smoothly and can be fully controlled, even on low-performance computers. Please refer to your operating system’s control panel for technical information on your computer.

- Processor: Dual core processor with 2.0 GHz
- RAM: 1 GB
- Graphics card: Onboard graphics card with a screen resolution of at least 1024 x 768
- Sound card: Internal sound card
- Hard disk space: 4 GB free disk space for program installation
- Optical drive: DVD drive (only for installation of the box version)

Recommended system requirements

Some advanced program functions demand more of your computer’s processing power. To use these functions fully, your system should at least meet the following recommended requirements. Please refer to your operating system’s control panel for technical information on your computer.

System requirements for HD and Stereo3D editing

- Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 quad processor with 2.83 GHz or higher
- RAM: 4 GB
- Graphic card: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8000 series and better (CUDA) or AMD® Radeon™ 5000 series and better (AMD Vision/OpenCL)
  More information about graphics card support
- Sound card (multi-channel sound card recommended for Surround sound editing)
- Optical drive: Blu-ray burner to create Blu-ray Discs™

System requirements for 3D playback

- Red/cyan glasses required for anaglyph 3D display
- A special monitor is needed for viewing using polarized filter glasses.
- A 120 Hz monitor or a projector as well as compatible shutter glasses and graphics card are required for shutter playback.

Note: The program's internal online services and the online update require an Internet connection.
Supported file formats & devices

Supported import formats

- **Video**: AVI, DV-AVI, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MTS, M2TS, MXV, MJPEG, QuickTime™, WMV(HD), MKV
- **Audio**: WAV, MP3, OGG, WMA, MIDI, Dolby®Digital Stereo, Dolby®Digital 5.1
- **Pictures**: JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, TGA (supports scanners and digital photo cameras (TWAIN)

Supported export formats

- **Video**: AVI, DV-AVI, MJPEG, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, QuickTime™, WMV(HD)
- **Audio**: WAV, MP3, OGG, WMA, MIDI, Dolby®Digital Stereo, Dolby®Digital 5.1
- **Images**: JPEG, BMP

Supported file extensions (import)

- .avi, .dat, .evo, .m2v, .m1v, .h264, .mpv, .mpg, .mpeg, .mpg2, .mp2, .mpe, .m2s, .vdr, .vob, .mod, .vro, .ts, .tp, .m2t, .mpt, .mmv, .m2ts, .mts, .tod, .mov, .mp4, .dvr-ms, .asf, .pva, .mp4, .mpeg4, .mpeg-4, .m4v, .3gp, .3g2

Supported devices

- **FireWire interface**: for use with DV/HDV camcorders
- **USB interface**: for use with HD camcorders, cameras, digital video recorders, and webcams
- **Video, TV, or graphics cards with video input**: for digitizing analog sources
- **TV tuner and DVB T/S tuner cards**: for recording TV streams
- **Optical drives**: Blu-ray, DVD-R/RW, DVD±R/RW, DVD-RAM, or CD-R/RW burners

MP3 export requires installation of Windows Media Player version 10 or higher.
MPEG-4, MPEG-2 and Dolby®Digital Stereo must first be activated for free.

**Note!** Copy and performance-protected rights to movies, pictures, and texts usually exist in relation to third parties. Using this program does not guarantee the right to use foreign copy or performance-protected rights above and beyond the limits of the law. The user is solely responsible for adhering to the legal regulations.